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Enhancing Mass Transport for Synthesizing
Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes via

Micro Chemical Vapor Deposition

Qin Zhou and Liwei Lin

Abstract—Miniaturization is introduced as a novel methodology to
enhance mass transport in a chemical vapor deposition process. As a result,
amorphous carbon formation during the synthesis of single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs) can be deterred. Miniaturization also maintains a
laminar flow pattern to ensure a stable growth condition. A system with
micrometer-sized reaction chambers has been constructed to experimen-
tally verify this concept. The results show that clean and small-diameter
SWNTs with approximately millimeter length can be quickly synthesized
using ethylene as the source gas. Similar experimental parameters in a
conventional large-scale system failed to produce SWNTs with comparable
quality due to catalyst poisoning. [2010-0296]

Index Terms—Carbon nanotube, chemical vapor deposition (CVD),
microelectromechanical system.

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has been broadly adopted to
grow single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) [1], [2]. However, it
has been well documented that this growth process will terminate after
a short period of time (usually several minutes) [2], [3]. The reason,
as suspected by many groups, is the formation of amorphous carbon
[4]–[7] that poisons the catalyst nanoparticles. The generally estab-
lished growth mechanism for SWNTs is the vapor–liquid–solid (VLS)
process [7]–[10] in which carbon from the decomposed hydrocarbon
gas is absorbed by nanoparticle catalysts at a high temperature, and
SWNTs are grown as a result of carbon supersaturation. The formation
of amorphous carbon, on the other hand, does not require catalysts
and is therefore a direct vapor–solid (VS) process. Various methods
and carefully chosen experimental parameters have been implemented
[11], [12] to inhibit this process, resulting in nanotubes of millimeter
length and free of amorphous carbon. Most of these methods are
chemical, using different gas sources or catalysts. One example is
to introduce hydrogen gas into the system, thereby impeding the
forward progress of the decomposition reaction of hydrocarbon gas, as
suggested by Le Chatelier’s principle [4]. However, this method would
also suppress carbon supersaturation and, therefore, the growth of
SWNTs. A novel physical method is thus introduced in this paper.

The different growth mechanisms between SWNTs (VLS process)
and amorphous carbon (VS process) provide the possibility of promot-
ing one process and suppressing the other. This could be accomplished
via “enhanced mass transport” by increasing the rate of gas molecules
entering and leaving reaction sites during the growth process. Slower
mass transport allows the gas to remain in the immediate vicinity of
the reaction site at a high temperature for a longer period of time, in-
creasing the likelihood of decomposition [13]. As a result, promoting
mass transport could suppress the formation of amorphous carbon
while having no effect on the SWNT growth since the process is
usually limited by the reaction rate rather than mass transport [14].
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Fig. 1. (a) Mass transport of a CVD process can be enhanced by miniaturiza-
tion which reduces the diffusion length δ. (b) Conceptual top view and (c) cross-
sectional view of a μCVD system constructed by micromachining processes.
The suspended U-shaped cantilever is heated by applying electrical current, and
the built-in microchannels are used to emulate furnaces in conventional CVD
systems. (d) SEM image of a fabricated μCVD array with several μCVD units.
The colored region indicates one of the units with the electrical wires in yellow
color, the bonding pads in purple color, and the U-shaped cantilever in green
color where (inset) many vertical microchannels are built in.

The mass transport process can be enhanced by increasing the gas
flow rate. In most atmospheric pressure synthesis processes, the gas
velocity near the reaction surface is close to zero, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
As a result, the reactant gas does not directly impinge on the substrate
but diffuses through a distance δ to the reaction surface. The diffusion
length δ is the distance from the reaction surface to the convective gas
stock, where gas can freely flow in and out. A small δ corresponds to a
short distance that the gas has to diffuse through to reach the reaction
surface, yielding fast mass transport. One way to reduce δ is to increase
the velocity gradient (calculated in the direction perpendicular to the
reaction surface) near the reaction surface in which case flow streams
with a higher velocity are drawn closer to the reaction surface. A
simple way to increase the velocity gradient is to increase the flow
rate. However, it has been discovered that, in conventional CVD
systems, this could result in turbulent flow and affect the quality of
SWNTs [14], [15].

Herein, we propose to simultaneously enhance mass transport and
avoid turbulence using the micro-CVD (μCVD) system, as shown in
Fig. 1(a). Analytically, the flow velocity inside a tube with a circular
cross section is described by the parabolic velocity profile [16]

v(r) = 2vm ·
[
1 − (r/r0)

2
]

(1)

where r is the radial coordinate, vm is the mean gas velocity, and r0 is
the radius of the tube. The velocity gradient near the inner surface of
the tube is

∂v(r)

∂r

∣
∣
∣
∣
r=r0

=
4vm

r0

. (2)

It is noted in (2) that, aside from increasing vm, the velocity gradient
can also be increased by reducing the tube radius, which scales as r−1

0 .
Specifically, if the microchannel diameter is 5 μm as compared to a 50-
mm conventional quartz tube, a 104 increase in velocity gradient can
be achieved under the same mean flow velocity. This large velocity
gradient could significantly enhance mass transport.
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Maintaining laminar gas flow requires a small Reynolds number
[17], which is defined as

Re =
ρvmD

μ
(3)

where ρ is the gas density, μ is the gas viscosity, and D is the tube
diameter. The Reynolds number could be reduced by about four orders
of magnitude if the tube diameter is reduced from a typical 50-mm
setup to a microchannel with a 5-μm diameter. As a result, laminar
flow can be easily achieved.

The aforementioned discussions for gas flow in μCVD are valid
because the flow resides in the continuum flow region. For most SWNT
synthesis processes, the mean free path of gas molecules under one
atmospheric pressure is on the order of tens of nanometers, which is
much smaller than the diameter of the proposed microchannel [18].

Fig. 1(b) and (c) shows the schematic top view and cross-
sectional view of the proposed microstructure where a U-shaped can-
tilever, which contains many vertically positioned microchannels, is
used as a localized resistive heating source. Four folded beams acting
as supporting springs provide mechanical strength in the vertical
direction and can withstand thermal stress during the heating process.
A simple two-step deep reactive ion etching process is performed on a
silicon-on-insulator wafer to construct the U-shaped heater, the built-
in microchannels from the top, and the backside openings from the
bottom. The top device layer is boron-doped silicon with a resistivity
of 0.001 Ω · cm and a thickness of 50 μm. Afterward, a 0.5-μm-thick
thermal oxide layer is grown as a barrier layer to prevent catalyst
iron nanoparticles from diffusing into the silicon during the SWNT
growth. A photolithography step is used to remove oxide on the contact
pad area to allow electrical contacts. Iron nanoparticles are then de-
posited by a solution-based method [19], [20]. Fig. 1(d) shows a scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM) image of a fabricated sample with
four μCVD units in an array.

Ethylene and hydrogen (volume ratio 3 : 20) were used in the
experiments. The measured pressure drop from the backside open-
ing underneath the testing chip to the testing chamber is 250 Pa.
The pressure drop of an individual microchannel should be close to
250 Pa since the microchannels experience a much larger flow re-
sistance than macrosized gas lines. The mean flow velocity vm can
therefore be estimated as [16]

vm =
r2
0

8μ

Δp

Lmc

≈ (2.5 μm)2 × 250 Pa
8 × 8.4 × 10−6 Pa · s × 50 μm

≈ 40 cm/s (4)

where p is the gas pressure and Lmc is the length of the micro-
channels. The viscosity of hydrogen is used in this calculation. Notice
that the applied pressure is much larger than that in a conventional
setup (on the order of 10−3 Pa for 3000-sccm flow in a 50-mm
inner-diameter tube with a 1-m length) to achieve comparable flow
velocity.

In the experiments on a prototype μCVD system, an electrical
current of 180 mA was used, and the temperature of the tip region
(center of the U-shaped heater) reached about 900 ◦C based on a sim-
plified electrothermal model and experimental verification [21]–[23].
It was observed under SEM analyses that dense and long SWNT
growth occurred in the regions with a temperature of approximately
800 ◦C. The temperature of the whole U-shaped cantilever was not
uniform, but the temperature of a particular microchannel was locally
uniform and stable to grow SWNTs.

Fig. 2(a) shows the synthesis results of SWNTs by the μCVD sys-
tem. In this experiment, in addition to the vertical gas supply through
the microchannels, gas was additionally flowed horizontally on the

Fig. 2. SEM images showing growth results. (a) Overview. The left side is
the growth side, and a portion of the U-shaped microheater is shown. SWNTs
fell to the right due to the external horizontal gas flow. (b) Close view near the
microchannel region showing randomly distributed SWNTs. (c) High-contrast
SEM image close to the edge of the microheater revealing many suspended
SWNTs over the through-hole regions. (d) Close view showing longer and
aligned SWNTs that are lying on nearby structures.

top surface of the μCVD system from left to right. This flow can force
SWNTs to fall rightward onto nearby microstructures after the growth
process. As a result, the structures seen in the SEM photograph from
left to right are as follows: a region of the μCVD heater with built-in
microchannels, a dark through-hole region, a folded beam structure,
an anchor for a folded beam, an isolation area (without the top silicon
device layer to isolate the individual μCVD systems), and a chip
edge shoulder. Some gas will leak from the dark through-hole region
during growth. Severe leakage can change the pressure difference
across the microchannels significantly and therefore invalidate the
previous analysis on gas flow. Fortunately, the width of the slit is
only approximately 20 μm, which is much smaller than gas feeding
lines whose diameters are at least several millimeters. As a result,
its flow resistance (connected in parallel with the microchannels) is
large and will not affect the previous approximation that the measured
pressure difference equals the pressure drop between the two sides of
a microchannel. The synthesized SWNTs grew up to 0.7 mm in length
in a 30-min growth process. In the microchannel area as shown in
Fig. 2(b), SWNTs were distributed randomly as they grew and fell onto
the substrate. Over the through-hole region, SWNTs were suspended
and difficult to distinguish, so a high-contrast SEM photograph was
taken to reveal them in Fig. 2(c). Some of the longer SWNTs can be
observed in Fig. 2(d) in the anchor region. It is believed that the growth
mechanism of these long SWNTs was base growth; otherwise, catalyst
particles would be far away from the heat source, and no growth could
occur.

The nanotubes synthesized by μCVD were free of amorphous
carbon as seen in the close view SEM photograph in Fig. 3(a). Atomic
force microscopy (AFM) was used to verify the results in Fig. 3(b).
It is found that most synthesized nanotubes were single walled and
had diameters in the range of 1–2 nm. They appeared to have larger
diameters under SEM due to charge effects [24]. This is the first
successful attempt to grow clean and small-diameter SWNTs using
the μCVD system with solution-based iron nanoparticles as catalysts
and hydrogen and ethylene as gas sources. Methane [2], ethanol
[12], or carbon monoxide [25] is usually reported as the carbon
source in the growth of SWNTs. Ethylene is sometimes added in very
small amounts to increase gas activity [26] but has never been used
successfully as the main carbon source, except for the “supergrowth”
mechanism [3] where water is added to keep the catalyst active. The
difficulty of using ethylene as the main carbon source is that ethylene
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Fig. 3. SWNTs synthesized from μCVD and conventional CVD. (a) SEM im-
age showing clean SWNTs from μCVD. (b) AFM image is used to characterize
the diameter of SWNTs from μCVD. (c) SEM photographs showing results
from control experiments to synthesize SWNTs from conventional furnace,
with the same source gas under different growth temperatures from 720 ◦C
to 820 ◦C. (d) Optical images of the chips in (c), showing amorphous carbon
formation at high temperatures.

decomposition starts at a relatively low temperature (∼750 ◦C) while
small-diameter SWNT growth usually happens at a higher temperature
(> 800 ◦C) [7]. As a result, amorphous carbon from the pyrolysis
of ethylene can easily deposit in large amounts to block the growth
of SWNTs.

Control experiments have been conducted using a conventional
CVD setup with the same catalyst and gas inputs under various tem-
peratures between 600 ◦C and 850 ◦C. It was observed that no growth
occurred at low temperatures, and as the growth temperature increased,
short and curly nanotubes were grown, but they were covered by a
significant amount of amorphous carbon. The SEM photographs of
samples grown in 5 min at 720 ◦C, 750 ◦C, 780 ◦C, and 820 ◦C are
shown, respectively, in Fig. 3(c). Optical observation of the 820 ◦C
growth showed a black substance covering all the chips [see Fig. 3(d)]
as well as the walls of the growth furnace. The widely spread black
substance was considered to be amorphous carbon as its formation
does not require catalysts. It is concluded that μCVD significantly en-
hances mass transport without causing turbulence and, thus, may allow
the use of a wider variety of gas sources for potentially new synthesis
results.
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